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MAY IT PLEASE THE COMMISSIONERS
Introduction
1.

The purpose of these additional submissions is to:
(a)

respond to questions raised during Fulton Hogan’s appearance before
the Hearing Panel on 5 February 2020;

(b)

respond to questions raised in Minute 14 dated 10 February 2020;

(c)

identify any corrections or clarifications necessary to the footnotes in
my Synopsis of Closing Legal Submissions (dated 20 January 2020 Closing Legal Submissions) and the Addendum to those
Submissions (dated 5 February 2020);

(d)

record an agreed correction to the Transportation Management and
Routing Plan (TMRP);

(e)

provide copies of the documents referred to in Appendix A of the
Closing Legal Submissions; and

(f)

provide a legal response to matters raised in the most recent evidence
filed by Hannah Goslin, Deborah Ryan, Charles Kirkby, Louise
Wickham and Laurence Greenfield, in accordance with paragraph [10]
of Minute 14.

Response to questions arising during the hearing on 5 February 2020
2.

During presentation of Fulton Hogan’s Closing Legal Submissions and
evidence, several questions were raised by the Panel. Some questions
required further investigation or consideration. Fulton Hogan now provides a
more complete response.

Christchurch quarry zone
3.

At the hearing the Panel sought clarification as to how much land remained
available for extraction within the Christchurch City Quarry Zone. This
question followed legal submissions for Fulton Hogan,1 to the effect the
Christchurch Quarry Zone:

1

Synopsis of Closing Legal Submissions for Fulton Hogan (30 January 2020) at paragraphs 20 and 21
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(a)

Had relatively recently been considered and decided upon during the
Christchurch Replacement District Plan process; and

(b)
4.

Was not designed to accommodate or put aside land for new quarries.

Of course, that is not to say the entirety of the Quarry Zone is currently under
extraction. There are areas which have yet to be quarried. The Panel
expressed an interest in understanding the relative extent of those areas.

5.

There are three areas zoned Rural Quarry within the Christchurch City
boundaries. These are located in the vicinity of:

6.

(a)

Miners Road;

(b)

Pound Road; and

(c)

McLeans Island.

The area zoned for quarrying within Christchurch is the same now as it was
prior to the Replacement Plan. This was a deliberate strategy by the City
Council2 and, ultimately, accepted by the aggregate industry during the
Replacement Plan process.3 As to capacity within the Quarry Zone, the
Council Reporting Officer noted …there is only one landholding that has not
yet commenced quarrying in the quarry zone [Maurice R Carter’s 50 hectare
block in the Miners Road area] along with one proposed new quarry zone site
[Fulton Hogan Limited proposed rezoning of Templeton Golf Course].4

7.

Since Fulton Hogan’s appearance on 5 February, Mr Chilton has prepared
three plans showing each Quarry Zoned area and identifying land yet to be
extracted. The total area of land yet to be extracted at Miners Road is
approximately 93 hectares. Mr Chilton’s three plans are attached to these
submissions at Appendix A.

8.

As explained in the notes accompanying the plans, the land which is yet to
be quarried in the Miners Road area, is consented for quarrying. This is also
true for land within the McLeans Island Quarry Zone. The Pound Road area
is (consistent with the evidence you have received in this hearing) close to
exhaustion.

2

Synopsis of Closing Legal Submissions for Fulton Hogan (30 January 2020) at paragraph 21
Evidence of Adele Radburnd on behalf of CCC (16 October 2015) at paragraph 11.4
4
Evidence of Adele Radburnd n behalf of CCC (16 October 2015) at paragraph 10.40
3
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Enduring conditions
9.

From the outset, Fulton Hogan’s position remains that the land use consent
should not have a time-bound duration. Fulton Hogan accepts, however, that
any Regional Council consents needed will have a duration attached. It is
not accepted that there is any logic behind a 20 years term (or Ms Goslin’s
earlier preference for a 13 year term). Accordingly, Fulton Hogan seeks the
longest term possible for the Regional Council permits and an unlimited term
for the District Council consent. It is submitted this is entirely reasonable
given the estimated lifespan of the quarry and in light of the comprehensive
review conditions proposed.

10.

Ms Goslin has previously stated her preference for conditions requiring
rehabilitation to occur prior to the expiry of consents. On 5 February this
position was somewhat resisted by Fulton Hogan - principally because
Ms Goslin was also recommending relatively short consent durations, despite
all parties recognising this is estimated to be a 45 year plus, resource. In any
event, Fulton Hogan is willing to have conditions requiring all physical
rehabilitation works to be completed within the life of the consent.

11.

The reality is that the consent holder will likely need to invoke and rely upon
section 124 (at least once) due to the size of the resource. The key point
made in my original closing submissions remains relevant – the conditions
will endure past expiry in the sense that rehabilitation obligations can be
enforced whether or not the consent(s) remains live.5

Questions set out in Appendix 1 of Minute 14
Submitter question on transport routes during emergencies or closures
12.

To respond to this question, Fulton Hogan has filed another Supplementary
Statement from Mr Metherell (28 February 2020). It is submitted this
Statement comprehensively addresses the question.

Submitter questions 2 and 3 regarding land within and outside the Christchurch
City Council Quarry Zone
13.

Aspects of questions 2 and 3 have already been answered in my
submissions on the Christchurch City Council Quarry Zone above. For
completeness, responses (as per information from Mr Bligh) are:

5

Bay of Plenty Regional Council v Waaka [2008] NZEnvC 223 at (most relevantly) [21] to [26]
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(a)

Fulton Hogan owns 70.31 hectares of land within the Miners Road area
of the Quarry Zone. This has been consented for quarrying but has not
yet been quarried.

(b)

Fulton Hogan owns 27.88 hectares of land at McLeans Island and 7.35
hectares of land at Roberts Road, which is:

14.

(i)

outside of the Christchurch City Council Quarry Zone;

(ii)

has been consented for quarrying; and

(iii)

has not yet been quarried.

Plans responding directly to these two questions are attached as Appendix
B.

Corrections/clarifications to footnotes in Closing Legal Submissions
15.

Through the hearing of legal submissions, the need to expand and/or clarify
some footnotes became evident. In carrying out that task, several more
footnoting amendments were identified by counsel as desirable in order to
enhance your understanding of the Closing Legal Submissions. A tabulated
representation of amendments and clarifications can be found at Appendix
C.

Correction to the draft Transportation Management and Routing Plan
16.

The revised draft TMRP was annexed to Mr Jolly's supplementary
statement.6 During the 5 February hearing day, it was agreed the last
paragraph in section 1.1 of the TMRP should be amended as follows
(additions underlined):
Conditions of Consent are proposed that require the preparation of a
Transportation Management and Routing Plan (TMRP). The TMRP will be
prepared by Fulton Hogan and certified by Council.

Process for advancing Option 2 for Jones Road / Dawsons Road roundabout
17.

Appendix A to Fulton Hogan's Closing Legal Submissions provided an outline
of the process for advancing Option 2 for the Jones Road / Dawsons Road
roundabout. Reference was made to relevant provisions of the Public Works
Act 1981, the Local Government Act 1974 and Christchurch City Council's

6

Supplementary statement of Kelvyn Jolly on behalf of Fulton Hogan Ltd – Operations dated 29 January 2020,
Appendix A.
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Road Stopping Policy. For completeness, copies of these documents are
attached as Appendix D.
Legal Reply to PM10 offset evidence
Deborah Ryan
18.

Ms Ryan’s evidence concludes:
(a)

It is sound to only provide an offset for those emissions within 500m of
the airshed boundary;

(b)

It is sound to “discount” the amount of PM10 that needs to be offset in
order to account for irrelevant wind conditions;

(c)

0.4 tonne/year is a reasonable and appropriately conservative
estimation of how much PM10 will enter the airshed as a result of
Roydon Quarry operating;

(d)

Any of the three offset options discussed by Fulton Hogan on
5 February would more than offset emissions that are within 500
metres of the airshed boundary, and that may discharge into the
airshed when the airshed is downwind of the quarry.7

19.

Ms Ryan’s evidence largely agrees with Mr Cudmore’s.

Hannah Goslin
20.

Despite Ms Ryan’s report, Ms Goslin raises concerns with Fulton Hogan’s
ability to provide a technically sound offset. Ms Goslin refers to Regulation
17(3)(b) as prescriptive.8 Her approach with respect to the Regulation
demonstrates an unduly narrow and textual interpretation, which is not
“cross-checked”9 against the purpose of the NES as it relates to PM10.
Ms Goslin’s Report does not consider the purpose of the NES nor how that
might affect the interpretation of its requirements. It is evident her concern is
with the wording of a condition, not the resultant environmental outcome.

7

Supplementary Statement: Written Reply to Minute 14; s42A Reporting Officer for CRC; Air Quality; Deborah
Ryan (21 February 2020) at paragraph 4.2
8
Supplementary Statement: Written Reply to Minute 14; s42A Reporting Officer for CRC; Planning; Hannah
Goslin (21 February 2020) at paragraph 5.1
9
Commerce Commission v Fonterra Cooperative Group Ltd (Supreme Court) [1007] 3 NZLR 767 at [22]; The
meaning of an enactment must be ascertained from its text and in light of its purpose. Even if the meaning of the
text may appear plain in isolation of purpose, that meaning should always be cross checked against purpose in
order to observe the dual requirements of section 5.
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21.

The purpose of the NES requirement for offsetting (as discussed in the
5 February submissions) is to ensure industry does not increase PM10 levels
in defined airsheds. It is trite to observe that the largest cause of PM10
pollution is domestic fires in winter. Therefore, regional councils have
embarked upon setting standards and rules that are intended to achieve a
reduction in emissions from that key source. At the same time, the 2011
amendments to the NES relaxed the restrictions on industry, on the proviso
industry was not responsible for making matters worse.

22.

Paragraphs 38 to 40 of the Addendum to Fulton Hogan’s Closing Legal
Submissions address the environmental purpose of the NES. Ms Goslin
implicitly accepts those submissions (at her paragraph 4.1).

23.

Paragraphs 41 to 45 of the Addendum describe why it is somewhat difficult to
“fit” the requirements of the NES around a quarrying activity. Ms Goslin does
not expressly take issue with those submissions, yet she urges rigid
adherence to the wording of Regulation 17(3)(b). It is submitted Ms Goslin’s
approach is incorrect at law. It is literal with no regard for purpose.

24.

Fulton Hogan is willing to offer a condition that ensures:
(a)

The airshed is not subjected to a greater concentration of PM10
emissions than exists at the present time; and

(b)

There is no overlap between reduction of PM10 on one-hand, and
increase in PM10 on the other.

25.

The condition offered is:
The consent holder may only discharge contaminants to air from quarrying
activities* under CRC192410 if, prior to quarry activities commencing, it has
ceased and does not recommence extraction activity under CRC150304
(Roberts Road Quarry).
*Definition of "quarry activities” in condition 2(a) of air discharge permit
CRC192410:
(a)

Site preparation, topsoil stripping, overburden removal and storage;

(b)

Construction and maintenance of bunds and stockpiles;

(c)

Extraction, loading and transportation of material;

(d)

Processing of aggregates (including crushing and screening of
aggregates);
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26.

(e)

Combustion products from the operation of 1.04 megawatt of diesel fired
generation (up to 4 generators));

(f)

Stockpiling of aggregates;

(g)

Deposition of cleanfill;

(h)

Site rehabilitation; and

(i)

Movement of vehicles associated with the above activities.

It is submitted a condition to this effect respects the purpose of Regulation
17(3)(b) as well as pragmatically recognising the unavoidably migratory
nature of quarrying.

27.

As set out in paragraph 53 of the Addendum to Fulton Hogan’s Closing Legal
Submissions, it is respectfully requested you issue an interim decision in the
event you find you would grant consent but for the availability of a different
offset. Fulton Hogan’s position remains:
(a)

An offset is not required; but

(b)

If you disagree, the cessation of extraction activity at Roberts Road is
an entirely acceptable offset.

28.

As noted at paragraph 50 of the Addendum Submissions, linking Roydon
Quarry to Roberts Road in this way in fact achieves a material reduction in
overall PM10 discharges entering the airshed. The inherent nature of
quarrying means Fulton Hogan cannot apply to continue emitting PM10 from
Roberts Road. In effect, it is applying to emit less PM10 from the “new”
Roberts Road (as explained paragraph 48 of the Addendum Submissions).

Charles Kirkby
29.

When addressing the quantum of PM10 that needs to be offset, Mr Kirkby
says:
(a)

Whilst understanding the logic behind it, discounting emissions more
than 500m away from the airshed boundary is not conservative;

(b)

His reasons for the above criticism seem founded (at least in part) upon
his statement that PM10 particles can travel large distances;

(c)

Mr Cudmore has not provided any details of the analysis he undertook
to arrive at his wind percentages;

(d)

Nonetheless, Mr Kirkby agrees with 38% for whole-of-site emissions;
Page 7

(e)

Not all PM10 from Pound Road enters the airshed;

(f)

He cannot say whether or not Roberts Road is an acceptable offset
because he does not have the data to support the emission estimates.

30.

Mr Cudmore has responded on a technical level – including in respect of the
500m issue and the irrelevance of how far PM10 particles might travel. From
a legal perspective, it is submitted the following points are also relevant:
(a)

Mr Cudmore maintains his view that sufficient conservatism is provided
for in all of his estimates;

(b)

Ms Ryan notes how important conservatism is, but also cautions
against building too much conservatism into the figures arrived at;10

(c)

Ms Ryan notes she also does not have the detail behind Mr Cudmore’s
estimated emissions from the other sites, but is not concerned because
the options analysed by Mr Cudmore …provide a sufficient factor of
safety to more than offset emissions…11.

(d)

It makes no material difference to Mr Cudmore’s calculations whether
8% of Pound Road emissions do or do not enter the airshed;

(e)

Mr Kirkby had the necessary information (from Mr Cudmore’s earlier
evidence) to calculate reductions for wind conditions. In any event,
Mr Kirkby arrives at the same percentage figure for whole-of-site
emissions.

31.

The principal difference between Mr Cudmore and Ms Ryan on the one hand,
and Mr Kirkby on the other, comes down to:
(a)

Their original calculations of PM10 estimates for Roydon (addressed in
Mr Cudmore’s 5 February evidence); and

(b)

Whether emissions more than 500m away should be accounted for.

10

Supplementary Statement: Written Reply to Minute 14; s42A Reporting Officer for CRC; Air Quality; Deborah
Ryan (21 February 2020) at paragraph 3.3
11
Supplementary Statement: Written Reply to Minute 14; s42A Reporting Officer for CRC; Air Quality; Deborah
Ryan (21 February 2020) at paragraph 4.2
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Louise Wickham
32.

Except to the extent commented on below, Mr Cudmore responds to
Ms Wickham’s evidence. Ms Wickham’s evidence raises some of the same
topics as Mr Kirkby’s, including the 500m issue.

33.

With all due respect and as a general observation, Ms Wickham’s evidence is
a mixture of advocacy and evidence. For example, her very last sentence:
However, it is also fair to say that from a health perspective, quarry air
emissions are an ill-fit with a polluted airshed.

34.

Aside from the sweeping genericism and argumentative tenor of this
statement, it also fails to engage with the evidence of Ms Wagenaar about
health effects. It is submitted Ms Wagenaar’s qualifications and experience
make her the superior expert in this area.

35.

At paragraph 5 Ms Wickham seeks to explain the significant movement in her
PM10 estimates during the course of the hearing. These were commented on
at paragraphs 25 to 27 of Fulton Hogan’s Addendum Closing Legal
Submissions. Ms Wickham’s explanation for her very high estimates is odd
in light of the section 92 response and the evidence she had to hand, prior to
writing her evidence.

36.

At paragraph 6 Ms Wickham implies Mr Cudmore’s estimates are somewhat
out on their own at the lowest end of the scale. In fact, (see for example
paragraph 31 of the Addendum Closing Legal Submissions) it is clear there is
a continuum of values. Mr Cudmore’s estimate is no further from the next
lowest estimate (that of Ms Ryan), then Ms Wickham’s is from the next
highest estimate (that of Mr Kirkby). However, it took Ms Wickham three
substantial revisions for her number to move toward the next highest number
in the continuum. The other experts moved by about the same amount from
the start of the hearing to its conclusion.

37.

At paragraph 16 of Ms Wickham’s evidence, she makes an assertion about
non-compliance with Regulation 17 based on her “experience”. She does not
refer to any individual features of the proposed Roydon Quarry in making her
assertions. Rather, she relies on her experience monitoring quarries in the
Canterbury region…but does not explain how or why that is relevant to her
assertion. Her Evidence in Chief contains the statement she quotes again in
her latest evidence. In it she says she has visited many quarries (paragraph
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15) and gives details of her involvement in the MOTE study (paragraph 16),
but nothing further. Her experience is also not obvious from the Academic
and Employment history attached to her evidence (Attachment A, page 39).
38.

At paragraph 19 Ms Wickham strays into interpretative arguments relating to
Regulation 17. Her evidence seeks permission to provide you with views on
“intent”. To the extent she wishes to elucidate either what she intended, or
what she understood someone else intended, I submit that is irrelevant.
Discerning the purpose of legislation is distinct from enquiring into what a
drafter or person involved may have intended. It is not a permissible guide to
meaning.

39.

At paragraph 23 Ms Wickham offers her views on interpretation.
Ms Wickham does little more than simply assert Roberts Road cannot qualify
as a Regulation 17 offset. This can be compared to the careful legal
submissions made in the Addendum to Fulton Hogan’s Closing Legal
Submissions and at the hearing.

40.

At paragraph 24, Ms Wickham is incorrect in assuming Mr Cudmore
discussed the Pound Road option out of some sort of “anticipation” the
Roberts Road option was inadequate. Mr Cudmore simply assessed the two
options he was asked to look at. He did not make any appraisal of how they
conformed with relevant legal requirements – and, as an independent expert,
nor should he.

Laurence Greenfield
41.

Dr Greenfield has filed evidence. Dr Greenfield has not qualified himself as
an expert and is not, therefore, bound by the Code of Conduct for expert
witnesses. It is submitted you must treat and weight his evidence
accordingly. In addition, much of Dr Greenfield’s evidence is repetitious of
earlier evidence but with the benefit of more time and reflection. It is wider
than the scope of evidence called for in Minute 14.

42.

The apparent essence of Dr Greenfield's evidence is that the data before the
Panel is not sufficient and the science is unsafe. A feature of the RMA and
applications that come forward under it, is its future-focus. The RMA is about
making predictions rather than proving what has gone before. As such, it is
almost inevitable applicants, opponents and decision-makers will grapple
with imperfect science.
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43.

However, for this particular application all parties (the Panel included) have
had the benefit of considerably more local data and experience than is often
the case. Mr Cudmore has been challenged on the availability of good
science throughout the hearing and has provided a consistent response each
time. It is submitted the sheer amount of evidence you have received on the
PM10 issue evidences the breadth and depth of information available.

44.

In addition, the Panel is not faced with uncertainty as to effects of high
consequence or irreversibility. There is also a robust and bespoke suite of
review conditions proposed. Accordingly, it is submitted there is no need for
the Panel to adopt an overly cautious approach to the issues raised,
including that of PM10.

Conclusion
45.

It is submitted the NES, and most particularly Regulation 17, does not rely on
reducing emissions from industry to achieve its ends. It is enough that
industry emissions stay “the same”. The Roydon proposal will not negatively
alter the state of the airshed, from that currently existing and absorbing the
PM10 emissions generated from Roberts Road. Indeed, a positive effect will
accrue because the PM10 emissions from Roydon (into the airshed) are
markedly less.

46.

A key area of dispute between the experts – in terms of how much PM10
needs to be offset – lies in whether emissions 500m away (or more) should
be taken into account. Mr Cudmore has summarised the difference this
assumption makes for each experts’ figures.

47.

If Roberts Road is an acceptable offset, all experts’ emission estimates are
catered for. If you do not accept Roberts Road, Fulton Hogan maintains its
request for an interim decision so that it may consider what alternative offset
it may put forward. At that stage, a direction from the Panel on quantum may
be useful.

48.

Notwithstanding the considerable amount of time and resource that has been
invested in this PM10 issue, it is important to recall:
(a)

Fulton Hogan’s primary position is that no offset is required; and

(b)

This is a technical issue only. No party or expert is alleging adverse
environmental effects will arise from the PM10 emissions they say need
to be offset.
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49.

It is submitted you have received both the best evidence available – better
than what a decision-maker might normally expect for a quarry proposal and sufficient evidence upon which to make a decision.

Dated 3 March 2020

___________________________
D C Caldwell
Counsel for the Applicant
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Appendix A – Christchurch City Rural Quarry Zone (RuQ)
The portion of the “Carter Block” owned by Fulton Hogan has not been quarried yet. It has a Christchurch City Council (CCC) land use consent. A
Canterbury Regional Council air discharge permit is under application (applied for in June 2019). An air discharge permit may not always be required
given the permitted activity standards applying.
The part of the Carter Block owned by Christchurch Ready Mix Concrete Ltd (CRMC) also has CCC consent. It has been about 25% quarried (northeast corner).
For a complete picture, this plan also shows the CRMC mining permit 60305. This is outside the RuQ zone.

The McLeans Island RuQ zone is extracted already or consented for future extraction. Quarrying can be very shallow in this area – as little as 2 metres
deep in parts.
There are some areas that cannot be quarried due to separation distances or dwellings present. Those areas were excluded from Mr Chilton’s supply
estimates.

The RuQ zone at Pound Road is almost entirely owned by Fulton Hogan and there is little resource left.

Appendix B – Questions 2 and 3 of Appendix 1 of Minute 14
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Appendix C – Amendments and Clarifications of Footnotes in Closing Legal
Submissions
1.

The table below sets out the corrections to be made to the footnotes to
Fulton Hogan's (5 February) Closing Legal Submissions.
Reference

Correction

Footnote 3,

Other statements in Ms Goslin's Summary, which

paragraph 8

relate to the submission being made by Counsel, can
be found at paragraphs 3.2 to 3.7 and 12.1 to 12.2.

Footnote 6,

The paragraph references in Mr Metherell's primary

paragraph 14

evidence dated 23 September 2019 are paragraph 72,
paragraphs 75 to 78 and Appendix B (rather than
paragraphs 72 to 75, 78 and Appendix B).

Footnotes 19 to

The references provided in these footnotes (as

24, paragraph 19

corrected below) are examples of the evidence
references that support the summary set out in
paragraph 19. There are additional references that
could be included for clarity. Those are provided
below.

Footnote 19,

The correct references to Mr Chilton's evidence are

paragraph 19(a)

paragraphs 46 and 66. Correct references to Mr
Copeland's evidence are 18 and 36.

Footnote 20,
paragraph 19(b)

This footnote should refer to:
(a) Mr Chilton's Summary of Evidence, paragraphs 15
to 16 and paragraph 31; and
(b) Mr Copeland's Evidence in Chief at paragraphs
14, 19, 20, 23.5 and 39.
In addition, Mr Copeland's Summary of Evidence
refers to forecasts prepared by Richard English on the
supply and demand for aggregate in Greater
Christchurch for the Christchurch City Council (CCC)
in 2015. Mr English provided evidence to the
Christchurch Replacement Hearings Panel for CCC,

Canterbury Aggregate Producers Group and Fulton
Hogan on various proposals for the Christchurch
Replacement District Plan. In the Stage 2 Rural
Decision the Panel referred to his evidence, including
(http://www.chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/Decision-34-Rural-Stage-212-08-2016.pdf):
[48] According to Mr English's calculation, the
theoretical exhaustion date for the CCC area was
calculated in 2014 as the year 2031. But he said
the local reality was more complex.
…
[49] …[quoting Mr English’s evidence]…Dealing
with when quarries might be “mined out”, he
said…:
To further complicate matters, the geographical spread of
the available resources is uneven and each quarry owner’s
business strategies and the physical size of each resource
they hold will impact on the exhaustion date of individual
quarries. It is difficult therefore to derive precise
exhaustion dates for any one quarry.
[our emphasis]

[52] We accept his evidence … He stated that in
Christchurch there is a combined total of 75 million
tonnes of aggregates held in the Waimakariri River,
the RQ [Rural Quarry] zone areas and consented
quarries outside of those zones. Additionally there
is 0.5 million tonnes of resource carried down the
Waimakariri River annually which is potentially
available for abstraction.
[53] In his rebuttal evidence he … disagreed with
Mr Turpin's statement that decisions relating to
additional resources can be delayed for eight to 10
years. We accept his expert evidence and opinion.

It is also supported by evidence we heard at the
Strategic Directions hearings.
Footnote 22,

The relevant paragraph references remain as set out

paragraph 19(d)

in the footnote. In addition, paragraph [49] from the
Stage 2 Rural Decision on the Replacement District
Plan is relevant, as is the response provided by
counsel for Fulton Hogan on 5 February, when asked
a question about this by Commissioner Thomas.

Footnotes 33, 34

Mr Mthamo's supplementary evidence is dated 29

and 37

January 2020 (as opposed to 28 January).
The precise paragraph references for footnote 33, (at
paragraph 31) are paragraphs 42 to 56.

Footnote 38,

The correct paragraph references are paragraphs 40

paragraph 37(a)

and 50 of Ms Wagenaar's Evidence in Chief.

Footnotes 39 and

The correct paragraph reference is paragraph 48,

40, paragraph

rather than 38.

37(c)
Footnote 44,

The paragraph references in the Joint Witness

paragraph 41

Statement – Noise, are paragraphs 14 and 17 to 20.

Footnote 46,

As well as paragraphs 20 and 21 of Mr Jolly's

paragraph 45

Summary Statement, Mr Chittock addresses the
matter in his latest statement of Supplementary
Evidence – for example, paragraph 6(g) and the
diagrams attached.

Footnote 52,

The paragraph reference for the City Link case is [64].

paragraph 59
Footnote 56,

Paragraph 78 of Mr Metherell's Evidence in Chief is

paragraph

also relevant.

65(a)(iii)
Footnote 57,

The Joint Witness Statement - Air Quality referred to is

paragraph 65(b)

in fact the 14 November 2019 document, not the
December one.

Footnote 62,

The paragraph reference is paragraph 9.

paragraph 76
Footnote 70,

The citation for Newbury District Council v Secretary of

paragraph 90

State for the Environment should be corrected to
[1981] AC 578.

Footnote 71,

The correct case reference is Auckland City Council v

paragraph 91

Easton.

Footnote 72,

Bay of Plenty Regional Council v Waaka Decision

paragraph 75

080/2009

Paragraph 36

The reference should be to Policy 5.3.12 throughout
this paragraph rather than Policy 5.3.1.

2.

In addition to the above, the following additional references are noted:
(a)

At paragraph 15 of the Closing Legal Submissions, footnote 13, the
mitigation referred to at paragraph 3.3 of Mr Metherell's Supplementary
statement is discussed in his primary evidence at paragraphs 79 to
82,12 his summary statement at paragraphs 20 to 22 and 3413 and the
Joint Witness Statement (on traffic) at paragraph 8.14 Further detailed
discussion is provided in the Integrated Traffic Assessment15 and
Fulton Hogan's RFI response.16

(b)

At paragraph 29, end of line one, the evidence relied on for counsel's
submission is the primary evidence of Mr Cudmore at paragraph 133
and Mr Cudmore's summary statement at paragraphs 11(a) and
11(c).17 Counsel also refers to the Joint Witness Statement - Air
Quality dated 14 November 2019. The submission is supported
explicitly at paragraphs 16 to 17 and impliedly at paragraph 18.

(c)

At paragraph 37(b), counsel is referring to paragraph 47 of
Ms Wagenaar's evidence dated 23 September 2019.

12

Evidence of Andrew Metherell on behalf of Fulton Hogan Limited – Traffic effects dated 23 September 2019.
Summary statement of Andrew Metherell of Andrew Metherell on behalf of Fulton Hogan – Transport dated
13 November 2019.
14
Joint witness statement on traffic effects dated 12 November 2019.
15
Appendix C to the Assessment of environmental effects report dated November 2018.
16
Response to request for further information report dated March 2019. Transport matters are addressed in
Appendix E.
17
Summary statement of Roger Cudmore on behalf of Fulton Hogan – Air Quality dated 13 November 2019.
13

(d)

At paragraph 80, line 5 following "CRC182422 expires on 1 July 2032",
counsel refers to the expiry date recorded for CRC18244 and the
section 42A Report of Ms Goslin at paragraph 551.

(e)

At paragraph 84, end of last line, counsel is referring to the
Supplementary Evidence of Roger Cudmore on behalf of Fulton Hogan
Limited – Air Quality dated 29 January 2020 at paragraphs 15 and 16.

3.

The table below sets out the corrections to be made to the footnotes to the
Addendum to the Closing Submissions.
Reference

Correction

Footnote 2, paragraph

Mr Cudmore's Second Supplementary evidence is

2; Footnote 18,

dated 5 February 2020 (rather than 4 February).

paragraph 21;
Footnote 29,
paragraph 36

Footnote 6, paragraph

Mr Cudmore's Further Supplementary evidence is

13

dated 5 February 2020 (rather than 4 February).
The paragraph reference for Mr Cudmore's primary
evidence is paragraph 122. In addition, the
following is also noted:
Mr Cudmore's primary evidence was his
assessment of the worst case increments in 24
hour PM10 concentrations due to the proposal
(as shown in Table 4) indicated, in his view,
that the NES regulation 17(1) for PM10 impacts
from new applications is likely to be met.
This was confirmed in the first Joint Witness
Statement on air quality (dated 14 November
2019) at paragraph 24 where Mr Cudmore
said "the Proposal can comply" with "the
significance threshold limit in Regulation 17 of
the NES for air quality of an increase of 2.5

ug/m3 in PM10 concentrations as a 24-hour
average at any time in the polluted airshed."
In his Supplementary rebuttal evidence of Ms
Wickham at paragraph 57 (dated 6 November
2019), Mr Cudmore confirmed he maintained
his view that the activities at the proposed
Roydon Quarry are not likely to result in an
exceedance.
Footnote 14,

The citation for Palmerston North City Council v

paragraph 18

Dury is [2007] NZCA 52.

Footnote 17,

The paragraph reference is paragraphs 43 to 48.

paragraph 21
Footnote 31,

Paragraphs 21 to 22 of Mr Cudmore's rebuttal

paragraph 41

evidence are also relevant to paragraph 41 of the
submissions.

4.

As counsel noted at the hearing, the correct unit in paragraphs 31(a) to (d) is
tonnes rather than kgs.
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Appendix D – Relevant Legislation and CCC Road Stopping Policy
Legislation

116 Stopping roads
Legislation:

Public Works Act 1981 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 AUGUST 2008)
116 Stopping roads
(1)

Subject to subsection (2) of this section, the Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, declare any
road or part of a road to be stopped.

(2)

A declaration shall not be made under subsection (1) of this section unless—
(a) At least 10 working days' prior notice has been given to every territorial authority whose
district adjoins the road or part of the road that is the subject of the declaration; and

(b) Either—
(i) Adequate road access to land adjoining the road is left or provided; or
(ii) The owners of the land adjoining the road or part of the road consent in writing to
the stopping; and
(c) If the road or part of the road proposed to be stopped is a State highway, the written
consent of [the New Zealand Transport Agency] to the closing of the road or part of the road
has been obtained; and
(d) If the road or part of a road is under the control of a [regional council] or a territorial
authority, the written consent of that council or authority has been obtained; and
(e) Repealed.

Compare: 1928 No 21 s 147(1); 1948 No 39 s 29(3), (3A); 1972 No 132 s 8(1)
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Legislation

117 Dealing with stopped roads
Legislation:

Public Works Act 1981 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 12 NOVEMBER 2018)
117 Dealing with stopped roads
(1)

Notwithstanding anything in section 40 of this Act, if a road as defined in section 315 of the Local
Government Act 1974 has been stopped under this Act, the land comprising the stopped road
may be dealt with by the territorial authority in the same manner and in all respects as if the road
had been stopped pursuant to the Local Government Act 1974.

(2)

The land comprising any Government road or State highway or part thereof that has been
stopped may under this Act be disposed of or dealt with as land no longer required for a public
work.

(3)

In the case of any stopped road that was, immediately before its stopping, a State highway,
Government road, or part thereof, or if in the case of any other stopped road the territorial
authority so consents, the land comprising the stopped road—
(a) may, by the notice declaring the road to be stopped, or by a subsequent notice by the
Minister, be vested or otherwise disposed of in exchange for any land required for any other
road; or
(b) if not required for the purpose of exchange, may be dealt with as Crown land under the
Land Act 1948 or, if the Minister in the case of stopped Government road or State highway
or the territorial authority in the case of any other stopped road certifies that he or it
considers it equitable to do so, may be vested in or otherwise disposed of to the owner of any
adjoining land.

(4)

If the land to be vested pursuant to subsection (3) of this section adjoins land that is settled as a
joint family home under the Joint Family Homes Act 1964, and the land to be so vested is
intended to be included in the land so settled, it may be vested in the settlor or settlors of the joint
family home.

(5)

Before any land is so vested or disposed of, the Chief Surveyor shall allocate a new description to
the land comprising the stopped road, and shall forward to the [Registrar-General of Land] a
copy of that description, and the Registrar shall amend his records accordingly.

(6)

All land disposed of under this section by way of lease or licence in exchange for land held under
lease or licence from the Crown shall be deemed to be incorporated in that lease or licence from
the Crown, and shall, subject to any consequential adjustment of rent, be held on the same
tenure and upon the same terms and conditions, and be subject to the same rights, titles,
interests, and encumbrances, as the other land comprised in that lease or licence.

(7)

Notwithstanding anything in subsections (1), (2), and (3) of this section, if the land comprising
any stopped road or any part of that land intersects or is adjacent to any reserve, endowment, or
land held for a public work, the Minister may, by the notice declaring the road to be stopped or by
a subsequent notice, declare that land or part to be added to the reserve, endowment, or land
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Legislation
held for a public work, as the case may be; and thereupon the land shall vest in the owner of the
land to which it is added and be subject to the same reservations and trusts as the land to which
it is added.
(8)

If any reserve or endowment is vested in the Crown or, not being so vested, is lawfully
administered by the [Commissioner of Crown Lands appointed under section 12A of the Survey
Act 1986], any land added to it under subsection (7) of this section, or any part of land so added,
may be incorporated in any lease or licence of adjacent land within the reserve or endowment.

(9)

Any land incorporated in a lease or licence under subsection (6) of this section shall, subject to
any consequential adjustment of rent, be held on the same tenure and on the same terms and
conditions, and be subject to the same rights, titles, interests, and encumbrances, as the other
land comprised in that lease or licence.

Compare: 1928 No 21 s 149; 1948 No 39 s 29(3B) - (3F), (4), (5)
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Local Government - Key Legislation

[342 Stopping and closing of roads
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 26 MARCH 2015)
[342 Stopping and closing of roads
(1)

The council may, in the manner provided in Schedule 10 to this Act,—
(a) Stop any road or part thereof in the district:Provided that the council shall not proceed to
stop any road or part thereof in a rural area unless the prior consent of the Minister of Lands
has been obtained; or
[[(b) Close any road to traffic or any specified type of traffic (including pedestrian traffic) on
a temporary basis in accordance with that Schedule and impose or permit the imposition of
charges as provided for in that Schedule.]]

(2)

Repealed.]

Compare: 1954 No 76 s 170(4)(h), (i); 1956 No 64 s 191A(5)(h), (i); 1972 No 132 s 2
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Legislation

Stopping of roads
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 APRIL 1979)

Stopping of roads
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Legislation

1
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 OCTOBER 1991)
The council shall prepare a plan of the road proposed to be stopped, together with an explanation as to [why the
road is to be stopped and] the purpose or purposes to which the stopped road will be put, and a survey made and
a plan prepared of any new road proposed to be made in lieu thereof, showing the lands through which it is
proposed to pass, and the owners and occupiers of those lands so far as known, and shall lodge the plan in the
office of the Chief Surveyor of the land district in which the road is situated. [The plan shall separately show any
area of esplanade reserve which will become vested in the council under section 345(3) of this Act].

2
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 APRIL 1979)
On receipt of the Chief Surveyor's notice of approval and plan number the council shall open the plan for public
inspection at the office of the council, and the council shall at least twice, at intervals of not less than 7 days, give
public notice of the proposals and of the place where the plan may be inspected, and shall in the notice call upon
persons objecting to the proposals to lodge their objections in writing at the office of the council on or before a
date to be specified in the notice, being not earlier than 40 days after the date of the first publication thereof. The
council shall also forthwith after that first publication serve a notice in the same form on the occupiers of all land
adjoining the road proposed to be stopped or any new road proposed to be made in lieu thereof, and, in the case
of any such land of which the occupier is not also the owner, on the owner of the land also, so far as they can be
ascertained.

3
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 APRIL 1979)
A notice of the proposed stoppage, shall during the period between the first publication of the notice and the
expiration of the last day for lodging objections as aforesaid be kept fixed in a conspicuous place at each end of
the road proposed to be stopped:Provided that the council shall not be deemed to have failed to comply with the
provisions of this clause in any case where any such notice is removed without the authority of the council, but
in any such case the council shall, as soon as conveniently may be after being informed of the unauthorised
removal of the notice, cause a new notice complying with the provisions of this clause to be affixed in place of the
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Legislation
notice so removed and to be kept so affixed for the period aforesaid.

4
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 APRIL 1979)
If no objections are received within the time limited as aforesaid, the council may by public notice declare that
the road is stopped; and the road shall, subject to the council's compliance with clause 9 of this Schedule,
thereafter cease to be a road.

5
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 2 SEPTEMBER 1996)
If objections are received as aforesaid, the council shall, after the expiration of the period within which an
objection must be lodged, unless it decides to allow the objections, send the objections together with the plans
aforesaid, and a full description of the proposed alterations to the [Environment Court].

[6
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 2 SEPTEMBER 1996)
The [[Environment Court]] shall consider the district plan, the plan of the road proposed to be stopped, the
council's explanation under clause 1 of this Schedule, and any objection made thereto by any person, and
confirm, modify, or reverse the decision of the council which shall be final and conclusive on all questions.]

7
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 2 SEPTEMBER 1996)
If the [Environment Court] reverses the decision of the council, no proceedings shall be entertained by the
[Environment Court] for stopping the road for 2 years thereafter.
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Legislation

8
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 2 SEPTEMBER 1996)
If the [Environment Court] confirms the decision of the council, the council may declare by public notice that the
road is stopped; and the road shall, subject to the council's compliance with clause 9 of this Schedule, thereafter
cease to be a road.

9
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 1 APRIL 1979)
Two copies of that notice and of the plans hereinbefore referred to shall be transmitted by the council for record
in the office of the Chief Surveyor of the land district in which the road is situated, and no notice of the stoppage
of the road shall take effect until that record is made.

10
Legislation:

Local Government Act 1974 (New Zealand)

| View all PDF versions

LEGISLATION
CURRENT VERSION (APPLIES FROM 12 NOVEMBER 2018)
The Chief Surveyor shall allocate a new description of the land comprising the stopped road, and shall forward to
the [Registrar-General of Land] or the Registrar of Deeds, as the case may require, a copy of that description
and a copy of the notice and the plans transmitted to him by the council, and the Registrar shall amend his
records accordingly.
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